Germán Jimanez from Seville in Spain presents two articles about Chernobyl. The first one is
from the newspaper “El Pais” of the 29th April 1986. The second one is from the “ABC” of the
same day. Germán also mentions the headlines of articles about Chernobyl in the following
numbers.
The first information related to Chernobyl’s accident appeared in Spanish newspapers on
Tuesday 29th. I have worked on two different newspapers, the most important ones in those
times: El País and ABC.
The accident was shown on the front page in all of them, but the only sources they had
were the short note sent by TASS agency and what it was said in the different investigations
started by the surrounding countries after the discovery of the incident. So they could barely
say basic information about what really happened.

El País (29th April 1986):
It was founded in 1976, six months after the death of Francisco Franco, and it has been
always considered the democratic newspaper par excellence. Nowadays it’s the most
important one and it’s supposed to have a social-democratic editorial line.

Contamination in Scandinavia because of a nuclear accident in
Soviet Union.
Head line:

In the front page (right corner at the bottom) there is a small note with not too much
information. El País only says what the, for all of us well-known, TASS agency said on Monday,
that there was a nuclear accident in Chernobyl where some people died.
The article inside don’t give more relevant information, but it explains how the
Swedish denunciation of high levels of radioactivity, makes the Soviet government recognize
the accident.
As the information sent from Moscow was so short, El País only speaks about the first
investigations of the countries around URSS. But it makes a brief summary about Chernobyl
power plant and other nuclear disasters that took place in the URSS.

Head-lines and summary of the articles after Tuesday 29th:
Wednesday 30th:

2 deaths and 4 evacuated towns because of the nuclear accident.

Thursday 1st:

An USA satellite found 2 heat sources in Chernobyl.

Friday 2nd:

No more information offered by Moscow about Chernobyl.

….
El País complained about the lack of information given by the URSS and started
drawing its own conclusion thanks to what USA government was saying, although they still
respects what is said by Moscow, like the number of deaths.
ABC (29th April 1986):

ABC was founded in 1903. It’s the oldest Spanish newspaper still operating in Madrid
and it has a conservative and monarchic point of view.

Head line:

Soviet TV announced a “disaster” in a Ukrainian nuclear power

plant.
ABC gives more information than El País, but most of it is guesswork. The article is
focused on the silence of the URSS after the accident more than what actually happened. In
fact, the director of the newspaper wrote in his personal column saying that the accident,
although the misinformation of the Soviet government, had nothing to do with the Cold Water
and the past nuclear crisis between USA and the URSS.
ABC also speaks about the remote possibility of consequences in Spain. And it’s
published an article where is denounced more nuclear accidents in the URSS, and above all,
one that took place in Kishtim in the 50’s and another one in Severomorsk in 1984.

Head-lines and summary of the articles after Tuesday 29th:
Wednesday 30th:

More than two thousands deaths, provisional balance in the atomic
disaster in the URSS.

Thursday 1st:

A second reactor could be burning in Chernobyl’s nuclear power plant.

Sunday 4th:

USA wants to investigate in situ the zone.

….
In contrast to El País, ABC doesn’t take information given by the URSS government into
account and makes its own conclusion according to what was being said in Washington (like
numbers of deaths and people evacuated) but with a more local view, because it accuses the
Spanish Green party and Spanish Communist party of their silence.

